We compute the one-loop contributions from a color octet scalar to the tensor anomalous couplings of top and bottom quarks to gluons, photons and W bosons. We use known constraints on the parameters of the model to compare the predicted size of these couplings with existing phenomenological constraints.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the main tasks of the LHC is to measure the couplings between quarks and gauge bosons precisely in order to search for new physics through possible deviations from their standard model (SM) values. All the possible deviations from the SM couplings have been catalogued up to dimension six with an effective Lagrangian that is consistent with the symmetries of the SM [1, 2] . Of particular interest are the couplings of the top-quark because many ideas for new physics stem from the large value of its mass, and its couplings can be probed by the LHC which is the first topquark factory. Related bottom-quark couplings may also receive large corrections in models where top-quark couplings are enhanced.
Amongst the anomalous top-quark couplings one finds the flavor diagonal dipoletype couplings to photons and gluons. These are simply the anomalous magnetic moment (MDM), the electric dipole moment (EDM), and their color generalizations CMDM and CEDM respectively. These couplings introduce spin correlations between top and anti-top pairs beyond those present in the SM, and have thus received much attention because the weak decay of the top-quark allows one to analyze its spin. They are usually parametrized as
LHC related phenomenological studies have illustrated possible constraints on these couplings proposing a variety of observables: deviations from SM cross-sections [4, 5] , triple product ('T-odd') correlations [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , new CP-even spin correlations [14, 15] , lepton energy asymmetries [16] , and associated production of Higgs bosons [17] . The bottom-quark CEDM and CMDM couplings have been studied in associated production with a Higgs boson [17, 18] . To study the photon couplings, rare decays such as B → X s γ, as well as ttγ cross-sections have been proposed [19] .
A related set of anomalous couplings, the transition dipole moments f L,R T , occurs in the charged coupling tbW
LHC related phenomenological studies for these couplings also exist, for example the study of W helicity fractions and angular asymmetries [20] [21] [22] as well as T-odd observables [23] [24] [25] . Recent overviews of anomalous couplings in the top-quark and Higgs sectors can be found in Ref. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
The size of these anomalous couplings has been considered in a variety of cases: 331 models, topcolor models and extra dimension models [3] ; two Higgs doublet models [3, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] ; models with vector like multiplets [36] ; and MSSM extensions [37] . Their one-loop value within the SM has also been computed in some cases [3, 32] , and it is known that the EDMs vanish at this order within the SM.
An interesting extension of the SM results from considering an additional color octet scalar, as introduced some time ago by Manohar and Wise (MW) [38] . This particular extension of the SM is motivated by the requirement of minimal flavor violation, with which new physics naturally satisfies constraints on flavor changing neutral currents [39, 40] . In this paper we consider the contribution of the new scalars that appear in the MW model to the anomalous couplings described above. Since the couplings of these scalars to quarks are proportional to the quark masses, this model is an example where larger effects are expected for top and bottom anomalous couplings.
II. THE MODEL
The MW model contains a number of parameters that have been studied phenomenologically. In particular the new color octet scalars have a large effect on loop level Higgs production and decay [38] . They are also constrained by precision measurements [41, 42] , one-loop effective Higgs couplings [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] , flavor physics [49, 50] , unitarity and vacuum stability [51] [52] [53] and other LHC processes [54] [55] [56] [57] .
In the MW model, the inclusion of the new field S transforming as (8, 2, 1/2) under the SM gauge group SU (3) C × SU (2) L × U (1) Y introduces several new, renormalizable, interaction terms to the Lagrangian. Because S has non-trivial SM quantum numbers, it will have the corresponding gauge interactions. In addition there will be new terms in the Yukawa couplings that are consistent with minimal flavor violation [38] ,
where Q i are left-handed quark doublets, S = S a T a (a = 1, ..., 8) and the SU (3) generators are normalized as Tr(
are the same as the quark Yukawa couplings, and η U,D along with their phases e iα U,D , are new overall factors (that can be complex and we write the phases explicitly). Non-zero phases would signal CP violation beyond the SM and contribute to the EDM and CEDM of quarks. In the quark mass eigenstate basis these couplings are given by 
The following combinations of constants usually appear together, and in our results we will use the shorthand:
The most general renormalizable scalar potential for this model is given in Ref. [38] and contains many terms. Of these, our calculation will only depend on the terms contributing to the mass of the new scalars,
Here v ∼ 246 GeV is the Higgs vacuum expectation value (vev) with H = v/ √ 2, the traces are over the color indices and the SU (2) indices i, j are displayed explicitly. Furthermore, λ 3 can be chosen to be real by a suitable definition of S. After symmetry breaking, the non-zero vev of the Higgs gives the physical Higgs scalar h a mass m 2 H = 2λv 2 and it also splits the octet scalar masses as,
The parameters m 2 S , and λ 1,2,3 should be chosen such that the above squared masses remain positive. Relations between various parameters follow from custodial symmetry, and we will use 2λ 3 = λ 2 which makes S I and S ± degenerate.
III. ANOMALOUS COUPLINGS A. Top CMDM and CEDM
We begin with the dipole-type couplings of the top-quark to the gluon, the chromo magnetic dipole moment a g t and chromo electric dipole moment d g t in the notation of Eq. 1. In the one-loop calculation these couplings are finite since they do not appear in the tree-level Lagrangian and receive several contributions. One such contribution arises from loops involving neutral scalars as depicted in the two diagrams shown in in the loop and using r tR = m t /M S R , r tI = m t /M S I , these two diagrams result in
The factors 3/2 and −1/6 are the color factors for the diagrams on the left and right respectively, and the form factors F i,j (r t ) are one parameter Feynman integrals explicitly given in the Appendix. We have also introduced the short hand notation
There are also two diagrams with charged scalars and a bottom-quark in the loop as shown in Figure 2 , and they result in 
where the factors 3/2 and −1/6 are again the color factors for the diagrams on the left and right respectively and G i,j (r 1 , r 2 ) are one parameter Feynman integrals also shown in the Appendix. In the limit m b → 0, Eq. 9 simplifies considerably, with d g t vanishing and a g t retaining a term proportional to the top-quark mass (cubed),
To combine the diagrams to obtain the final result it is important to note that the two neutral resonances tend to cancel each other's contribution to CP violation [56] , and in fact produce a vanishing CEDM when they have the same mass. To extract the leading behaviour in the mass difference, we write the scalar masses in the custodial symmetry limit as
and work to leading order in λ 2 . We can then add all the contributions neglecting m b and setting V tb = 1 to finally obtain
where the functions f (r), g(r) are combinations of one dimensional Feynman parameter integrals and we show their numerical value in Figure 3 . these two diagrams give
where we have used the short hand notation
The two diagrams with charged scalars now have a top-quark in the loop and are analogous to Figure 2 
For regions of parameter space where η D m b << η U m t we can ignore the contributions from neutral scalars in the loops and the complete result simplifies to
The loop factors appearing in this result are evaluated numerically and plotted in 
C. Anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments
Once again these couplings are finite because they do not appear in the tree level Lagrangian. They can be extracted from our previous results by interpreting the wavy lines in the Feynman diagrams as photons: we only need to replace the color factor with the electric charge factor in the respective vertex. For neutral scalars and top-quarks in the loop the photon can only be emitted by the top-quark (diagram on the right in Figure 1 ) and the result can be obtained from Eq. 8 by replacing the color factor −1/6 g s with the new color-electric charge factor 8/9 e. For the diagrams involving charged scalars in Figure 2 we replace the color factors 3/2 g s and −1/6 g s with 4/3 e and −4/9 e respectively in Eq. 9. We obtain
To leading order in m b and λ 2 v 2 /M 2 S and setting V tb = 1, these simplify to
The loop factors appearing in this result are evaluated numerically and plotted in Figure 5 , with V tb = 1, and F 0,0 scaled by a factor of 9 for convenience. Similarly, for the MDM and EDM of the bottom quark, only the diagram to the right in Figure 1 contributes and the result can be obtained by replacing −1/6 g s with −4/9 e in Eq. 13. The resulting contributions are proportional to m 3 b and negligible compared to those due to the exchange of a charged scalar. For the latter case the result follows from Eq. 14 replacing the color factors 3/2 g s and −1/6 g s with −4/3 e and 8/9 e respectively. Keeping only the leading terms in m b we find,
The loop factors appearing in this result are evaluated numerically and plotted in Figure 6 . From the figure we see that a 
D. tbW couplings
The MW model contributes to all the couplings that appear in Eq. 2, but we concentrate of the tensor couplings which are finite. The contribution to f R V is also finite and very interesting, but in this model it is suppressed by factors of m b . We begin with the Feynman diagrams shown in Figure 7 . The diagrams to the left, one with S 0 R and one with S 0 I , combine to yield the finite result (in this case the color factor is 4/3),
where we have defined r t = m t /M S as before and r W = m W /m t . The loop factor is written in the Appendix in Eq. A3, it satisfies F c (0, r W ) = 1 and the r t dependence is evaluated numerically and shown in Figure 8 . The diagrams also induce a nonzero f L T but it is proportional to m b and we have dropped these terms for simplicity. Interestingly, these two diagrams also contribute to the form factor f m b suppression) as inferred from the Gordon decomposition of the result (proportional to (p t + p b ) µb P R t). The form factor f L V , however, receives other contributions from these two diagrams and from additional diagrams, some of which are divergent. It is necessary to perform a full one-loop calculation, including renormalization, to obtain a finite result for f L V . Diagrams to the right in Figure 7 , with the charged and neutral scalars interchanged are suppressed by at least m 
IV. SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH EXISTING CONSTRAINTS
There exist a number of phenomenological papers investigating possible constraints on these anomalous couplings. We collect some of these results in Table I . 
Process
Constraint σ(tt) [17] −0.029 < ∼ m t a g t
In addition, the couplings in the tbW vertex have been recently constrained experimentally, with the 95% C.L. results from CMS being [63] ,
A search for CP violation has also been started by CMS but they have not yet constrained d g t [64] beyond saying it is consistent with zero. Next we compare our results to the constraints listed below in Table II . For this purpose we have fixed M S to 500 GeV, the parameters η U,D = 3 and λ 2 = 6. The choice for mass is just a benchmark as there are no good limits on the masses of these type of scalars at the LHC [53] . The value for η U is about tree times larger than the 1σ bound from R b [41] , and nearly 50% of its tree-level unitarity constraint [52] . Similarly, the benchmark chosen for λ 2 is well below its unitarity constraint [52] and at the level where it saturates the parameter S [38] . For example, keeping the values of η U,D and λ 2 fixed, the results in Table II can be used to interpret the bounds of Table I as constraints on M S . The best LHC limit would be obtained from σ(tth), M S > ∼ 250 GeV. Similarly the best overall limit, from the neutron edm, implies M S > ∼ 316 GeV. Both of these limits are slightly better than the existing robust LEP limit M S > ∼ 100 GeV [42] . A rough estimate for the production crosssection of a single S 0 R,I with these masses can be found in [41, 42, 56] , however, this cross-section depends strongly on the parameters λ 4,5 which do not affect this work. 
Setting them to 1 results in σ(S 0 ) ∼ 2.7, 7.5 pb for M S = 150, 500 GeV respectively at LHC13
2 . The main difference being that one of these values is above the tt threshold.
The SM one-loop result, m t a g t = −0.014, is an order of magnitude larger than typical corrections predicted by this model, and is comparable to corrections in 2HDM or models with extra dimensions as computed in Ref. [3] . The corrections calculated here and listed in Table II are labelled 'typical' as they can be pushed up by an order of magnitude by allowing couplings such as η U to be as large as their unitarity upper bound and/or considering lighter scalars which at the moment are not ruled out.
Existing models with vector like multiplets [36] Table II are about a factor of three smaller than the SM one-loop value f R T = −(7.17 + 1.23i) × 10 −3 as calculated in Ref. [32] . A major difference from results obtained in 2HDM [33] is that in the MW model the correction to f R T is much larger than that to f The typical values shown in Table II are below the potential constraints illustrated in Table I . But it is clear that as the experimental constraints approach the numbers in the Table, they will begin to limit the parameter space of the MW model beyond perturbative unitarity. Acknowledgments R.M. was supported by El Patrimonio Autónomo Fondo Nacional de Financiamiento para la Ciencia, la Tecnología y la Innovación Francisco José de Caldas programme of COLCIENCIAS in Colombia. G.V. thanks the Departamento de Física, Universidad Nacional de Colombia for their hospitality while part of this work was completed.
Appendix A: Feynman parameter integrals
All the loop diagrams appearing in the EDM, MDM, CEDM and CMDM calculations presented in this paper can be written in terms of the one parameter integrals 
